Successful Aging Expo Speakers
May 19, 2022

Elk’s Lodge

210 Rankin St., Rockland
Speaker’s Gallery
10-11

Edwards Lifesciences
Rich Carey
Short of breath? Tired doing simple things? Just normal aging or is something else causing these
symptoms? Come join us for a discussion on Aortic Valve Disease, how a diseased valve can cause
debilitating symptoms, and what can be done to fix it.

11-12 noon

Carroll Harper & Associates
Carroll Harper
Maine Medicare consumers have guarantee when choosing a Medicare Advantage plan over a Medicare
Supplement. In Maine, a beneficiary can enroll in a Medicare Advantage plan and if they are not satisfied,
they can move to a Medicare Supplement of their choice up to 3 years later. Come learn more!
Maine’s Long Term Care Claims Act protects Maine consumers from insurer’s who in the past would hold up
claim payments for frivolous omissions when consumers would file for benefits. Things are different now!
Long Term Care insurance companies have to pay claims within30 days of complete claim requirements
received. This is a first nationally and now other states have modeled laws after Maine’s. Come learn more!

12 noon – 1 p.m.

The Salvation Army
Amy Anderson
Join Amy Anderson for lunch (first 20 people) and a game of Retirement Jeopardy! Learn about various
retirement pitfalls and how to successfully navigate toward a more comfortable future. Lunch for the first
20 people. (Please sign up at the Salvation Army booth.)

1-2 p.m.

Disability Rights Maine
Deborah Bare-Rogers
What hearing assistance and devices are available free of charge for Mainers? Find out and see samples.
Difficulty hearing on the phone? Maine Relay is available at no-consumer cost for Mainers who
have trouble hearing phone conversations. Join Debra Bare-Rogers from Disability Rights Maine/Maine
Relay and learn more about how Maine Relay can help make you part of the conversation.

